ANGULAR RATE SENSING BY CIRCULATORY VORTEX FLOW: DESIGN, SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT
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ABSTRACT
A fully packaged convective vortex gyrometer actuated by a PZT diaphragm is reported. The flow circulates at higher velocity after each actuating circle to form a vortex in the desired chamber. The vortex is characterized by hotwire anemometry. The device is initially designed based on a numerical analysis whose results are used to set up the experiment. The angular rate sensing of the device is successfully tested using a turntable. The technique is a potential solution to various applications related to inertial sensing and fluidic amplifier.
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INTRODUCTION
Vortex-based inertial fluidic systems presented in several recent publications include vortex based inertial fluidic system and fluidic amplifier [1]–[3] and vortex based gyrometer [4]. While fluidic gyroscopes are typically categorized as jet flow gyroscope and thermal gas gyroscope with sufficient literature reports on laminar gas stream, corona discharge or thermal expansion principles [5]–[12], there has not been any adequate technical information disclosed for vortex gyrometer. More recently, some groups studied multi-axis inertial sensor using the vortex movement; nevertheless, the mechanism was not sufficiently described [13], [14]. From our understanding, besides the use of an external pump to create vortex flows, which is bulky and expensive, the other techniques have not been adequately presented. Thus, a self-package vortex based gyrometer is reported here.

The flow is synthesized by an actuator that consists of a cavity sealed at one end and emitting nozzles at the other end. This technique is usually mentioned as synthetic jet where the flow is rectified by means of a train of vortices behind the edges of the nozzle [15]–[20]. For the present approach, a conventional PZT diaphragm is used to actuate a circulating flow inside a closed system. With the vibration of the PZT diagram, air flow moving through a rectifying nozzle creates a small net flow in driving channels at each cycle [21]. In other words, the process by the PZT diagram vibration generates a synthetic jet of a net flow which propagates by a gradual circulation toward a feedback chamber and then backward the vortex chamber. Furthermore, a vortex flow generated in the system by the circulating flow whose velocity which can be controlled by the vibration magnitude of the PZT is investigated by both the simulation and experiment. A unique advantage of the synthetic jet compared with the conventional vortex approaches is that it can be entirely generated and developed by the air flow inside a system. Hence, synthetic jets can transfer linear momentum to the flow without any mass injection from outside over a broad range of length and timescale [22]. Thus, this approach is potential in several applications related to fluidic actuator for controlled flows.

VORTEX FLOW-BASED SENSOR AND SIMULATION METHOD
The sensor configuration in Fig.1a includes a vibrating PZT diaphragm to move air through four rectifying nozzles to form small net flows in driving channels at each cycle. This process creates four synthetic jet flows which gradually propagates toward the chamber where their tangent movements create a clockwise vortex. At the center of this chamber, the vortex sinks and leave the chamber before being rectified again toward the driving channels.

The design of this sensor comprises a disc-cylinder with diameter of 20 mm and 5.5 mm in length with a pump chamber in one side and a vortex space on the opposite side. This vortex cavity connects to pump chamber by four driving channels with a diameter of 1.5 mm each at the outermost edge of the cylinder. At the center of the vortex chamber, the feedback channel with a diameter of 3 mm linked back to four driving channels to form a rectifying nozzle.

The pump chamber works by the vibration of PZT diaphragm under an applied voltage, volume of the pump chamber is shrinking and swelling due to PZT vibration. The air inside the chamber is alternatively expelled and sucked in each vibration cycle. Due to the rectification of the nozzle, a net flow is generated inside driving channels in each cycle. This small net flow travels into the vortex cavity, circulates and then moves back the rectifying nozzle via a feedback channel. The circulating flow together with its momentum dramatically amplifies the rectifying effect of the nozzle. After certain circulations, the velocity and also the momentum of flow reach values enough high to generate a vortex inside the vortex chamber.
The equations to calculate the circulating flow in channels is shown as below:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial p}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot \rho \vec{u} &= 0 \\
\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + (\vec{u} \cdot \nabla) \rho \vec{u} &= -\nabla p + \nabla \cdot (\mu \nabla \vec{u}) - 2\rho \omega \times \vec{U} \\
\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + (\vec{u} \cdot \nabla) \rho c_p T &= \nabla \cdot (\lambda \nabla T)
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

(2)
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Where term \(2\rho \omega \times \vec{U}\) represents the Coriolis apparent acceleration in a rotating frame with the angular velocity \(\omega\); \(\vec{u}\), \(p\), and \(T\) denote the velocity vector, pressure, and temperature of the flow field, respectively; \(\mu = 1.789 \times 10^{-5}\) Pas, \(\rho = 1.2041\) kgm\(^{-3}\), \(\lambda = 2.42 \times 10^{-3}\) Wm\(^{-1}\)K\(^{-1}\), and \(c_p = 1006.43\) Jkg\(^{-1}\)K\(^{-1}\) are the dynamic viscosity, density, thermal conductivity, and specific heat of gas, respectively. Since the working gas is air, the relationship between the pressure and density follows the state equation of an ideal gas

\[p = \frac{\rho R_a T}{M_w},\]

where \(R_a = 8.314\) Jmol\(^{-1}\)K\(^{-1}\) is the universal air constant and \(M_w = 28.96\) g mol\(^{-1}\) the molecular weight.

The boundary condition imposed on the diaphragm is derived from its vibrating rate \(v(r,t) = 2\pi fZ \cos(2\pi ft)\varphi(r)\) with the shape function \(\varphi(r) = (1 - (r/a)^2)^2\), where \(a\) is the diaphragm radius and \(Z\) the center deflection of the PZT diaphragm. The transient solution is obtained by our program code developed in the environment OpenFOAM.

The mechanism illustrated by the simulated flow through meshing sensor structure is presented in Fig.1b where the PZT diaphragm vibration is used as the boundary condition for the 3D-transient analysis.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Simulation results**

For simulation work, the working principle of sensor based on the vortex flow is indicated in Fig. 2. Figure 2(a) shows that under an angular rate \(\omega_z\) about Z-axis, the appearing vortex is deflected along the radial direction by the Coriolis’ effect. Figure 2(b) presents the distribution of simulated flow velocity under the effect of angular rate. For details, Figure 2(c) plots the evolution of flow velocity at a test point (0, 5, 5) near the edge of the vortex chamber over 30 vibrating cycles of PZT diaphragm with and without angular rate. Simulation results show clearly the difference in the velocity at the test point with an applied angular rate.

![Simulation results](image)

**In order to show more detail of vortex flow travelling inside the vortex chamber of sensor, we use high-speed camera to capture the trajectory movement of particles in the vortex cavity. A prototype of the system made of polymethyl methacrylate with a transparent cover and a high-speed camera was set up to capture the motion of particles**
as shown in Fig.3(a). Up to the voltage applied on PZT diaphragm reached 20V, a vortex appears in the chamber, which is in good agreement with the simulation.

**Experimental achievements**

The above-simulated results were then investigated by the experiments for the vortex-based sensor with tungsten hotwires installed inside the vortex chamber placed on the turntable. The experiment setup is described in Fig.3(b). The rotation frame in the simulation is tested by using a self-developed turntable, whose angular velocity is monitored by a direct current motor with an integrated encoder (Tsukasa Electric Ltd.). The on-chip circuit is slip-ring connected to the off-chip circuit to transfer signal while the turntable disk rotates. For time-resolved analysis, the experimental data are continuously recorded and monitored by a computer system using the NI Signal Express-data (National Instrument Ltd.) logging software connected to NI9234 data acquisition device with a sampling rate of 25.6 kHz. The output signal is measured by the output voltage on the hotwires.

**Figure 3:** Experimental work. (a) Fabricated prototype with a vortex observed by high-speed camera; and (b) Experimental setup showing the angular rate sensing measurement with a turntable.

With a specified voltage of 50V applied on the PZT and hotwires heated by a current of 200 mA, the experimental results, as presented in Fig.4(a), demonstrate an increase of the output voltage on the hotwire with an increase of the actuating frequency of the PZT. The output voltage decreases rapidly after reaching its peak at a frequency of 4.67kHz. In addition, Figure 4(b) indicate the relationship between the output voltage on hotwire $V_{HW}$ and driving voltage of the PZT ($V_{PZT}$) while the system is actuating at a resonant frequency of 4.67kHz and heated by a current of 200mA. The result shows that the output voltage of the hotwire increases with the increase of the driving voltage of the PZT. This can be explained as a larger deformation of the diaphragm due to a stronger $V_{PZT}$ produces a higher flow velocity [23].

**Figure 4:** (Experimental results) Without rotation (a, b): hotwire voltage plotted versus (a) vibrating frequency of the PZT diaphragm (resonant frequency of 4.67 kHz is recognized as the peak output of hotwire), (b) the PZT applied voltage using a driving frequency of 4.67 kHz; With rotation from 110rpm to 550rpm from turntable (c, d): (c) variation of hotwire voltage at when sensor is placed at the center and (d) at the edge of the turntable.

Figure 4(c) shows that the hotwire voltage changes from 0.27mV to 1.88mV when the turntable rotates from 110rpm to 550rpm. It is worth noting that although a small difference of output voltages on two hotwires (<10%) their evolutions are the same. Additionally, the effect of centrifugal acceleration (linear acceleration) is tested by placing the sensor at the edge of the turntable, Figure 4(d) depicts that the additional linear acceleration only varies hotwire output voltage around 3.8%.

**CONCLUSION**

In this paper, our prototype of sensor based-on a high velocity vortex flow with millimeter dimension is introduced and described in term of simulation and experiments. Vortex flow is generated in the sensing cavity when the flow actuated by a PZT diaphragm and its velocity increases after each circulation. The design of the device is firstly conducted by a simulation analysis and then its results are referred as the base of the experiment. Experimental results shown that the created vortex flow is
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